Brows
TATTOO PEN | $29.95

BrowFace Tattoo Pens recreate hair-like strokes, giving
brows an airbrushed effect, available in two shades: ebony,
and blonde. Application is easy with the liquid-to-powder
consistency, so feather-like strokes can be created, or
built-up for full definition. Tattoo Pens are up to 16-hours
water-resistant, cruelty-free, and paraben-free.

BROW POWDER | $29.95

Our top-selling Brow Powders come in three shades:
blonde, medium, and dark brown, perfect for transforming
sparse and thinning eyebrows. Each palette comes with
two tones to help even-out hair colour and create a more
sculpted, flawless brow. BrowFace Brow Powders are
smudge-proof, water-resistant, cruelty-free, and
paraben-free.

BROW GEL | $14.95

A clear gel to hold hairs in place for up to 14 hours,
BrowFace brow gel can be applied over powder, pen
and brow tints for extra definition and longevity.
The long-lasting gel is perfect for taming unruly hairs,
and can be used to fill gaps by setting hairs in place.

LASH AND BROW EXCEL | $34.95

A treatment serum that is formulated to help repair
weak/broken lashes and brows with multi-proteins, growth
accelerator serums, and conditioners to immediately
target growth, repair, and strengthening. Best results are
seen with twice-daily application for 6-8 weeks.

Cosmetics
SHADOW PALETTE | $38

Available in three shades: wild berry, plum rose, and nude,
these highly pigmented palettes feature pure mineral
formations in both matte and shimmer finishes. The
velvet-smooth textures are easy to blend and are talc,
paraben, and cruelty-free.
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JUMBO LIP PENCIL | $39

Easily line and colour lips with the 2-in-1 Jumbo Pencil.
Application is smooth and easy with long-lasting wear
with a range of colours to define and shape the contours
of your lips, with a matte finish available in 10 shades:
dusty pink, spice, boho, melon, fire red, deep red, candy,
honey, taupe, and toffee.
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LIQUID TO MATTE LIPS | $34.95

Buy a second shade for just $22!
A highly pigmented smooth liquid that transforms to
long-lasting matte colour. These non-transferrable liquid
lips are long-lasting but light-wearing, available in 15
shades: ruby, cherry, bombshell, berry berry, flirt, cosmo,
sweetie, doll, vamp, bitten, naked, sexy, mulberry, venom,
and creme.

Tools
FOUNDATION BRUSH | $35

A synthetic tapered flat brush for precise foundation
application, allowing for buildable coverage. Compatible
with any liquid- or cream-based foundations, our brush
allows you to get into detailed areas of the face including
around the eyes and nose.

ANGLE BRUSH | $19.95

Our dual brush features a slim angled brush and a builtin spoolie. The angled brush works best with BrowFace
powders to form a defined brow, while the spoolie can
be used to smooth down any hairs to emphasise a strong
natural brow.

BLUSH BRUSH | $35

Our slightly angled domed fluffy brush with natural
tapered brustles is perfect for applying even, sheer
pigments. The synthetic, cruelty-free blush brush can be
used for a variety of applications including blush, bronzers
and highlights.

DOUBLE CONTOUR BRUSH | $38

A larger brush with closely packed bristles, designed for
contouring around the cheekbones, forehead, jawline, and
nose. Our double contour brush can be used with powder
or cream-based products, and is double-sided, so great
for multi-purpose use including contouring, bronzing,
and highlighting.
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